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Nantes ‒ Saint Nazaire Port is adding a new brick to the structure for the deployment of renewable 

energy, and is thereby helping to ramp up energy transition in the industrial and port activity zone 

on the Loire Estuary. In late 2022, Nantes ‒ Saint Nazaire Port issued a call for expressions of interest 

for the production of hydrogen in the Port Authority area. The Management Board has just chosen 

Lhyfe to set up a renewable hydrogen industrial production and distribution unit at the Montoir de 

Bretagne port facility. 

By focussing for many years now on the energy sources of tomorrow, Nantes ‒ Saint Nazaire Port is on 

a trajectory to deliver a new, low-carbon economic model for its activities, which today are still heavily 

dependent on fossil fuels. Nantes ‒ Saint Nazaire Port has sought to offer a solution to accommodate 

a project designed to promote the development of the hydrogen sector in the Region. 

A renewable hydrogen production and distribution unit is to come into being by 2028, on a site located 

to the north of the multi-bulk terminal. Lhyfe produced the winning proposal following the call for 

expressions of interest issued on 21st November 2022, whereby real estate located at the heart of 

industrial and logistical port-based ecosystem, at Montoir de Bretagne, is to be made available to 

accommodate a project to establish a facility for the industrial production and distribution of 

renewable and/or low-carbon hydrogen and derived e-fuels. 

The 250 MW industrial unit representing an annual output of 30 000 tonnes of renewable hydrogen 

will contribute to the decarbonization of the whole port and industrial complex and of maritime 

transportation alike. The project is consistent with the programme of action to develop a low-carbon 

industrial activity zone (ZIBaC), involving the Loire Estuary Association of Industrial Firms (AILE), Nantes 

‒ Saint Nazaire Port, Saint Nazaire Urban Area District Authority, Estuaire et Sillon Community District 

Authority and Pays de la Loire Regional Authority. A goal and a roadmap have been laid out, with a 

view to transforming the Loire Estuary Regional Community into a low-carbon energy hub. This 

important stage arrives just a few months after the announcement of the Take Kair project driven by 

EDF and its partners, the aim of which is to develop an industrial unit for the production of synthetic, 

sustainable aviation fuels. These projects confirm the Regional Community’s ambition and the growing 

momentum behind the development of the future low-carbon energy hub. 
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About Nantes ‒ Saint Nazaire Port 

An industrial tool for economic growth and a regional planner and developer, Nantes ‒ Saint Nazaire Port works in partnership 

with the Regional Community’s public- and private-sector stakeholders to enhance the Loire Estuary on an economic level 

and on an environmental level. It forms a strategic interface between land and sea, receiving nearly 3 000 calls by merchant 

vessels each year, and acts as a real international hub for industrial and logistical operations. The activities at the Port of 

Nantes − Saint Nazaire generate 28 500 jobs at around 500 establishments forming a single industrial and port complex (2022 

study based on 2018 data conducted by INSEE, the French National Institute of Economic and Statistical Information). The 

Port owns a Port Authority area covering 2 722 hectares, of which 1 545 hectares are developed port, logistical and industrial 

zones, and 1 177 hectares are reserved natural spaces. 

Being committed to the process of energy and ecological transition, Nantes ‒ Saint Nazaire Port supports the development 

of complementary solutions representing an alternative to fossil fuels. The Port Authority assists and facilitates the 

advancement of projects furthering the production of renewable energy in the Port Authority area. 

To find out more, go to: nantes.port.fr 
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